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The Falling Sky, by Pippa Goldschmidt (Freight Books, Glasgow), 2or3. Pp.
356, 19'6 x t2'7 cm- Price {8.99 (paperback; ISBN 978 r 9o8754 14 r).

"What else is there? Sex and physics." No, this is not my summary of Pippa
Goldschmidt's debut novel The Falling Sky (not to be confused with a book of the
same name by aYanomami shamanr), but rather Dennis Overbye's description2
of his biography of the young-adult Einstein, Einstcin in Loae3. flowever, it does
capture two of the three main themes, the third being the dysfunctional family
of the protagonist. There was a time when science fiction was rather deficient in
sexual details; I seem to remember a multi-generational spaceship with an all-
male crew (and, no, there was no mention of homosexuality either). (To be fair,
rhough, this was often not the fault of the author, but rather of the publisher
and/or society at the time. Partly for that reason, Isaac Asimov delayed writing
the third volume4 of his series of robot novels for several decades.) This is of
course no longer the case, allowing Goldschmidt to paint a three-dimensional
portrait of her main character. Although perhaps not science fiction in the
strict sense (it takes place in the present and no non-existing technolog_v is
assumed), it is a novel in which the main character and several other characters
are scientists and the plot revolves around science, in particular astronomy and
cosmology.

As might be expected of a writer who used to be a professional astronomer,
most of the details of the science discussed are correct. There are, however, a
few minor goofs, which I'li leave to the reader to spot. (I didn't notice any goofs
in the descriptions of female sexuality.) More importantly, the atmosphere of
scientific research is captured quite well and it is obvious that the author is
writing from experience (though, of course, "All the characters in this book
are fictitious and any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental"). Having worked for two years in cosmology in the tIK, albeit in
England, I feel like I actually know some of characters and even some locarions
which I haven't actually visited. The descriptions of various types of scientists,
institutes, observatories, etc., are spot on. Some reviewers have described the
book as satire, but to me it is much closer to realism.

Of course, reviewing a novel shouldn't give away anything which would
take away from the pleasure of discovering it for the first time in context while
reading, so I won't give a summaty per se.The story, told in the third person
from the protagonist's point of view, consists of two timelines, 'then' and 'now',
exploring the three themes mentioned above. The various iocations correspond
to the locations of real astronomical institutes, though apart from ESA the
corresponding names are not mentioned (the only occurrence of "eso" is as
part of "threesome"). Most of the book is in the'now'timeline and takes place
mainly in Edinburgh. ft manages to be a page-turner without relying on cliff-
hangers.

The ending was a surprise, but not in any way unfair to the reader. In
retrospect, it is actually quite logical and expresses one of the themes
Goldschmidt wishes to convey. I enjoyed the book and recommend it. -PHIrrrp HEI$IG.
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